FIELDSHELL 2™

FEATURES
1. Soft-lined collar and zipper placket for added comfort
2. Low-profile bicep pockets
3. Inner stretch cuff baffles keep the wind out
4. Extra-long armor-friendly pit zips
5. Patterned for extreme mobility without binding
6. Base fabric is an extremely weather resistant and lightweight 4-way stretch Nano STX™ laminate with wicking knit interior face
7. Versatile intermediate body length—compatible with our LWF JACKET™ and our LOFT JACKET™
8. Drawcord hem with hidden hardware

DESIGN
The FIELDSHELL 2™ is a versatile and refined soft shell jacket that offers significant utility in almost any weather. Our lightweight, 4-way stretch laminate with Nano STX™ creates a highly breathable and extremely wind/rain resistant outer garment. Packability, clean lines, and refined features are the hallmarks of this garment. From the hidden hem adjuster to the discreet zip mesh pockets that double as internal storage, this design remains uncluttered while still being multifunctional. Unique, armor-friendly extra-long pit zips allow easier access and more ventilation than traditional vents when wearing armor. Pair with our LWF JACKET™ or LOFT JACKET™ for colder weather. Made in the US from US materials.

SIZES
XS  SM  MD  LG  XL  2X  3X

COLORS
MULTICAM®  R. GREEN  BLACK
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